The potential attachment area of the maxillary first molar.
The assumption that the palatal (PAL) root of maxillary molars has significantly greater attachment area than either the mesiobuccal (MB) or the distobuccal (DB) root was tested by documenting the root surface area of the individual roots and root trunks of 20 extracted maxillary first molars. Each molar was cross sectioned every millimeter, and the circumference of each root and root trunk section was measured with a calibrated opisometer. Mean circumferential measurements from each 1-mm section were summed to give the surface area for each root and root trunk. The DB root had significantly less surface area than either the MB or PAL root or the root trunk. There was no significant difference between the surface areas of the MB and PAL roots. The surface area of the root trunk, which was significantly greater than that of any of the three individual roots, averaged 32% of the total root surface area of the maxillary first molar.